Autumn Round 1

Inkart Championship 2015

6th September 2015

Cadets
Heat 1
Heat 1 saw Alex Whipday
start in Pole position, a
blistering get away by Eric
Su meant he was into P3 by
the end of the first lap.
Meanwhile out in front, Alex
was pulling away bit by bit
each lap; building a gap to
Joe Slamon in P2. A train of
drivers led by Eric Su was

hunting down Joe in P2.
Despite his excellent
defensive driving, Joe could
no longer keep Eric behind
him and dropped to P3.
Dominic Roberts shortly
followed Eric through and
gets promoted to P3. An
excellent move from Daniel
Sherry driving around the

outside of Joe on the entry to
the tunnel sees him
promoted to P4. The
chequered flag is waved,
Alex has led from start to
finish and was largely
unchallenged throughout. An
excellent drive from P5 on
the grid sees Eric finish P2,
followed by Dominic.

race with Dominic close
behind. Dominic makes a
move on Daniel, makes it
stick and gets up to P3. On a
charge now, Dominic makes
a move on Liam and
demotes him to P3. Daniel is
looking to emulate Dominic’s
move on Liam and does so
into the turn 8 hairpin,

executing a switch back
manoeuvre and holding that
position for the rest of the
race. It was an easy win for
Eric, followed by Dominic
and Daniel.

Heat 2
Heat 2 saw Liam Yarwood
start in Pole position.
Another lightning start from
Eric sees him claim the lead
after two corners. With the
pack of drivers so closely
bunched together, Liam was
trying his hardest to keep the
drivers behind at bay. Daniel
was having another strong

couldn’t hold onto it for long

Heat 3
With the absence of Borghini
Lam, everyone was
promoted one position for
Heat 3. Dominic Roberts led
the pack away followed
closely by Eric and Daniel.
Eric again has a fantastic
start and instantly demotes
Dominic into P2. A close
battle was unfolding between

Alex and Daniel in the
midfield, with Alex sticking
his nose in where he could,
Daniel eventually succumbs
to the pressure applied by
Alex and runs wide at the
chicane allowing the young
driver through into the final
podium position. Meanwhile
at the back, another close

battle between Liam and Joe
was in progress, however the
order remained unchanged
at the back by the time the
chequered was waved.
Another effortless win for
Eric, followed by Dominic
Roberts and Alex Whipday.

way through the field, up to
P3 by the end of Lap 1. Liam
pits to swap kart. Eric starts
gathering momentum and
overtakes Joe for P3, he then
set his sights on closing
down Alex. Joe spins out at
the turn 8 hairpin, bringing
out the yellow flags. A hungry
Dominic Roberts starts

closing in on Daniel Sherry
for the final podium position.
The chequered flag is waved
and Alex Whipday holds on
to claim another win,
followed by Eric Su and
Daniel Sherry.

Heat 4
Heat 4 saw Joe Slamon start
in Pole position followed by
Liam Yarwood and Alex
Whipday. A slow get away by
Liam saw him quickly drop
down the order. Alex wasted
no time in disposing of a slow
moving Liam and then Joe.
Daniel Sherry made a good
start and started working his
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The Final
After a string of wins between them, Eric Su and Alex Whipday lock out the front row, followed
by Daniel Sherry, Dominic Roberts, Liam Yarwood and Joe Slamon.
The lights go out, however pole man Eric Su hardly gets going, a fault on the kart forces the
Race Director to abort the start and change the kart.
The drivers got themselves back onto their grid spots, the lights go out again and it was a
clean start by all drivers. Alex Whipday applies pressure on Eric early on, pushing him hard
through the first couple of corners, but Eric holds his nerve and more importantly his position.
By the end of the first lap it’s very close between all drivers, Daniel Sherry is pushing very
hard in the early stages and bumps into Alex Whipday, Daniel loses some ground to Alex in
P2 ahead. Eric and Alex start to pull away from Daniel in P3 and the rest of the pack.
Dominic Roberts had another strong race in the final and was all over the back of Daniel in the
opening stages, Dominic makes a move on Daniel and makes it stick, Daniel not being
disheartened holds onto the back of Dominic and repays the favour, making a move down the
inside of the turn 3 hairpin. Daniel knuckles down and starts to move away from Dominic.
Out front Eric was starting to pull away from Alex, managing to increase the gap slowly each
lap. At the back, Liam and Joe were fighting hard and keeping in touch with the leaders.
The chequered flag is waved and it’s another comprehensive win for Eric Su, Alex Whipday
nd
follows through to finish 2 and Daniel Sherry claims the final podium position.

